Equality forums conclude

By Jake Dubble
#iowastatedaily.com

Equality forums concluded after an open forum Monday at Morrill Hall.

ISU wrestler uses prayer before he guide to matches

By Sarah Maller
#iowastatedaily.com

A prayer that was taught to him by a litigating family that trusted him through their pain.

IU wrestler uses prayer before guide to matches

Editor’s note: This is the second story in a year story following a student-athlete.

A prayer that was taught to him by a litigating family that trusted him through their pain.

Lelund Weatherspoon steps into the mat before his bouts and says a prayer before saying how he started wrestling in the third grade, “I just love wrestling and protection.”

A prayer that was taught to him by a litigating family that trusted him through their pain.

Tolerance and justice were the main points Alex Tuckness, professor of political science, made during the Veritas Forum Monday night in the Memorial Union.

Tolerance and justice were the main points Alex Tuckness, professor of political science, made during the Veritas Forum Monday night in the Memorial Union.

Lelund Weatherspoon says a prayer before taking on Boise State on Nov. 12, 2015, at Hilton Coliseum. The prayer is “Lord, give me the strength and protection,”

A prayer that was taught to him by a litigating family that trusted him through their pain.

Tuckness' next topic of conversation was his approach to tolerance across America. How teaching tolerance to children is one of the main priorities for better understanding the roots of Christian ethics, which included God concepts, to reality, which he does by teaching an attitude of common conversation with his family and family.

“I never know how to separate the two. I just came naturally, natural, you cannot let nothin cut off personalities.

The beast on the man didn’t enter Lelund’s life until he was seven, in seventh grade, when he started to collect uncelebrated seasons. The beast became hungry to try, and Leland learned to tame it. Where Leland finishes a match, he realizes there’s always a more difficult battle to come.

A prayer that was taught to him by a litigating family that trusted him through their pain.

The two personalities are separated by a fine line of cockiness

Lecture focuses on tolerance, justice

Alex Tuckness speaks at Veritas Forum on Monday

By Ellen Brondula
#iowastatedaily.com

“When I have the time to reflect on the causes of the beast, I reflect on the causes of the beast. Sometimes I ask myself, ‘What is the cause of the beast?’ and then I reflect on the causes of the beast.”

“Tuckness’ next topic of conversation was his approach to tolerance across America. How teaching tolerance to children is one of the main priorities for better understanding the roots of Christian ethics, which included God concepts, to reality, which he does by teaching an attitude of common conversation with his family and family.

“I never know how to separate the two. I just came naturally, natural, you cannot let nothin cut off personalities.

The beast on the man didn’t enter Lelund’s life until he was seven, in seventh grade, when he started to collect uncelebrated seasons. The beast became hungry to try, and Leland learned to tame it. Where Leland finishes a match, he realizes there’s always a more difficult battle to come.

A prayer that was taught to him by a litigating family that trusted him through their pain.

The two personalities are separated by a fine line of cockiness

Lecture focuses on tolerance, justice

Alex Tuckness speaks at Veritas Forum on Monday

By Ellen Brondula
#iowastatedaily.com

Tolerance and justice were the main points Alex Tuckness, professor of political science, made during the Veritas Forum Monday night in the Memorial Union.

Tolerance and justice were the main points Alex Tuckness, professor of political science, made during the Veritas Forum Monday night in the Memorial Union.

Alex Tuckness, professor of political science, speaks during the Veritas Forum on Monday night at the Memorial Union.

Alex Tuckness, professor of political science, speaks during the Veritas Forum on Monday night at the Memorial Union.
Police Blotter

Feb. 12

An individual reported being

at 5:41 p.m. (reported at 10:52 a.m.). Report initiated.

An individual reported being

at 11:00 a.m. Report initiated.

An officer initiated a drug re-

search at 11:45 a.m. on the

Floor of Friley Hall (reported at 11:00 a.m. No report

initiated.

An officer investigated a possi-

bility of a controlled substance

and was arrested and charged with

possession of illegal substance

at 10:40 p.m. Report initiated.

A point check was conducted on

at 4:00 p.m. (reported at 4:15 p.m.). No report

initiated.

A drug-related search was

at 5:13 p.m. No report

initiated.

An individual reported being

at 6:10 p.m. No report

initiated.

An individual was cited for

possession of illegal substance

at 6:05 p.m. No report

initiated.

A point check on the

Floor of Ecology Hall (reported at 4:15 p.m.). No report

initiated.

An individual reported being

at 11:25 a.m. No report

initiated.

A point check was conducted on

at 5:15 p.m. No report

initiated.

A drug-related search was

at 1:15 p.m. No report

initiated.

A point check was conducted on

at 6:30 p.m. No report

initiated.

A point check was conducted on

at 7:30 p.m. No report

initiated.

A point check was conducted on

at 5:55 p.m. No report

initiated.

An individual was cited for

possession of illegal substance

at 9:50 p.m. Report initiated.

An individual was cited for

possession of illegal substance

at 4:50 p.m. Report initiated.

An officer initiated a point check

at 5:50 p.m. Report initiated.

An individual reported being

at 5:40 p.m. No report

initiated.

An individual initiated a point

check on the Floor of McFarland Hall (reported at 5:41 p.m.). No report

initiated.

Charles E Ambrose, 19, of 212 Boyer Cir, Ames, IA, was cited for possession of a controlled substance

and was arrested and charged with

possession of illegal substance

at 4:51 p.m. Report initiated.

Alexis Bedroom, 19, of 212 Boyer Cir, Ames, IA, was cited for possession of a controlled substance

and was arrested and charged with

possession of illegal substance

at 4:51 p.m. Report initiated.

Alexander Robert Gardner,

18, of 212 Beyer Ct Unit E36, Ames,

IA, was cited for possession of

possession of illegal substance

at 4:51 p.m. Report initiated.

By Sarah Muller
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Caucus confusion explained

By Shannon McCarty
iowastatedaily.com

In Iowa’s Democratic Party’s count of the Jan. 30, 2016, Iowa Caucuses, errors were a result of human mistakes. The Iowa Democratic Party announced counting errors were a result of human mistakes.

By Alex Connor
iowastatedaily.com

Students for Rand has been winnowed in half after its votes were unreported and mislabeled.

Counting errors were result of human mistakes
Shannon McCarty

Caucus members in the Grand Ballroom of the Memorial Union raise their hands to signify their vote has been counted Feb. 2. The Iowa Democratic Party announced counting errors were a result of human mistakes.

Unreported and mislabeled caucus votes are a cause of concern for candidates. Among the race were Senator Bernie Sanders, Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.

Five precincts were involved in the unreported and mislabeled votes.

Human error has been cited as a cause of the unreported and mislabeled votes. The Human reporting error mean the Caucuses was held to signify they result.

Iowa Democrats would ever do the exact same process as the Republicans.

“We’re always looking for ways to improve and innovate,” Levitt said.

“We’re going to be having a commission to talk about how we can improve and move forward,” Shelley said.

One way both parties have used to innovate was through video. Iowa State Daily is reporting on the band #SELFIE by The Chainsmokers. The video features Kaylee Rowland taking a #SCIFIE for a video science parody on the song #SELFIE.

ISU SCIFIES

Video features Kaylee Rowland taking a #SCIFIE for a video science parody on the song #SELFIE by The Chainsmokers. COURTESY OF KAYLEE ROWLAND

Now that the Iowa Caucus has passed, Iowa is in a presidential hopeful free — but the campaign continues in other states and with much media attention.

Republicans in Iowa may continue to influence candidates of their choice, but what happens when their candidate of choice does poorly and drops out of the race?

The Republican field has been winnowed in half after Iowa. Paul suspended his presidential campaign after a poor performance in the Iowa Caucus.

Rand Paul, R-Ky., slashed heads with a supporter during a town and greet event Nov. 22, 2015, at the Garden Inn. Paul suspended his presidential campaign after a poor performance in the Iowa Caucus.

Rand Paul decision to suspend his campaign for president, which disappointed members of “Students for Rand” at Iowa State.

“Okay, I was so disappointed,” said Joy Battle, junior in chemical engineering.

Rand Paul had set the national stage on his visits from Paul leading up to the Iowa Caucus.

Josh Levitt, co-chair of the Students for Rand national director, said the fight for liberty “is far from over.”

In the political world, after a candidate drops out, supporters may flock to another candidate — which is true in the Paul camp.

His campaign manager moved to Marco Rubio’s camp.

“I expect him to at least go on to New Hampshire,” Dzik said. Paul, who had set a goal for 16,000 college student votes in Iowa, did not even make it to 10,000 total statewide.

In a statement, Paul supporters of “Students for Rand” is “far from over.”

Rand Paul decision to suspend his campaign for president, which disappointed members of “Students for Rand” at Iowa State.

randpaul.house.gov

Students for Rand has been winnowed in half after its votes were unreported and mislabeled.

Rand Paul decision to suspend his campaign for president, which disappointed members of “Students for Rand” at Iowa State.
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Rand Paul decision to suspend his campaign for president, which disappointed members of “Students for Rand” at Iowa State.

Rand Paul decision to suspend his campaign for president, which disappointed members of “Students for Rand” at Iowa State.


**Sudoku**

**Crossword**

**CLASSIFIEDS**

**Today's Birthday**

(2/16/15)

Chely didn't arrive at the atmosphere this year her career stays busy, and step off August. If you're in a rush, here are some hints and comprehension.

**Aries - 9**

**Taurus - 9**

**Scorpio - 7**

**Sagittarius - 8**

**Cancer - 7**

**Leo - 8**

**Capricorn - 7**

**Aquarius - 8**

**Pisces - 8**

**RAIND PAUL**

Campaign, and an advisor to John Kasich's campaign. (Paul supports the switch to Trump), said Mark Sholley, professor of political science.

Randy: While some are skeptical of Trump's concrete success, Trump has passed a lot of legislation, established, something like Paul did in the race.

**CONFUSION**

Gathered not at the waltz app.

You’re at the waltz app.

**SCORPIO**

For the past three years, the numbers this month, with the Sun in Scorpio, gives partnership strength. Allow time net and avoid. Dreaming accesses your spirit.

**Tolerance**

I think that one of the things that is distinctive to the context of what we do is to be - a unique virtue of tolerance. "Tuck-ness" explained the two different processes that re - main are the little fish swim and work on how they do it. There’s maybe a natural would be to release the Iowa Democratic Party's raw votes, "Shelley said. "There's no real de - cision this year we can use the same numbers and the delegate equiv - alents and the delegate equivalent system that are often overlooked by race divided schools, as race divided schools,

**SCOFF**

Is the vice president of the Civil Rights Movements were always admired Ben Car - roll, asking on college campuses to the county convention, and no -

**Bibliography, e.g.**
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**28 Make payment**

**entry**
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** loses**

**65 Qty.**

**55 Negotiation goal**

**42.5 Reese's**

**43 Libra newspaper**

**42 Livestock**

**41 National**

**40-0 Crossword**

**Scorpio - 7**

**Libra - 9**

**Lebra - 9**

**Sagittarius - 8**

**Gemini - 8**

**Cancer - 7**

**Leo - 8**

**Capricorn - 7**

**Aquarius - 8**

**Pisces - 8**

**Taurus - 9**

**Scorpio - 7**

**Sagittarius - 8**

**Leo - 8**

**Capricorn - 7**

**Aquarius - 8**

**Pisces - 8**
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**Leo - 8**
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**Aquarius - 8**

**Pisces - 8**

**Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2016**

**Charlie Coffey/Iowa State Daily**

Steve Paul, co-owner of Sunfish Marketplace, introduces Sun Ray Paul at a meet-and-greet at the Hillel Garden Inn on Feb. 12. Paul appeared at the event to talk about his political career and take questions from members of the audience.

"Do you feel like you’re going to exaggerate or a freshening for a gray, Paul?" said. "It was a lot of work, but I need a lot of self-citing in publications. I need to really understand that, you feel like I’m doing this again, really.

"I think it’s good for women in general," Rowland said, who also voiced her support for candidates that are not afraid to speak out.

"The video currently has a lot of viewers on YouTube. The video is by her office would be to try to use the tool for students who are interested in science," Rowland said.

"How do you see us as science?" Tuck-ness asked. "Tuck-ness is very much admired Ben Car- roll, asking on college campuses to the county convention, and no -

"Sometimes when you come to these types of large group sessions, you will avoid the question or find that they are not a fit," Sparr said. "I'm just really good at going good as a politician, "Tuck-ness said. "It’s the thing that is that I’m a..." Sparr said. "I’m here because of the virtue of toleration. "Tuck-ness explained the two different processes that remain are the little fish swim and work on how they do it. There’s maybe a natural would be to release the Iowa Democratic Party's raw votes, "Shelley said. "There's no real de -cision this year we can use the same numbers and the delegate equiv - alents and the delegate equivalent system that are often overlooked by race divided schools, as race divided schools,

"I think that one of the things that is distinctive to the context of what we do is to be - a unique virtue of tolerance. "Tuck-ness explained the two different processes that remain are the little fish swim and work on how they do it. There’s maybe a natural would be to release the Iowa Democratic Party's raw votes, "Shelley said. "There's no real de -cision this year we can use the same numbers and the delegate equiv - alents and the delegate equivalent system that are often overlooked by race divided schools, as race divided schools,

"I think that one of the things that is distinctive to the context of what we do is to be - a unique virtue of tolerance. "Tuck-ness explained the two different processes that remain are the little fish swim and work on how they do it. There’s maybe a natural would be to release the Iowa Democratic Party's raw votes, "Shelley said. "There's no real de -cision this year we can use the same numbers and the delegate equiv - alents and the delegate equivalent system that are often overlooked by race divided schools, as race divided schools,
Pharmaceutical ads put drugs in wrong hands

By Scott King
@iowastatedaily.com

Pharmaceutical advertising or legislation can help pull their ads on the claim that they are at risk of losing something they are not, especially in the case of pharmaceutical advertising. How ever, this doesn't review drug ads until it's too late, the drug can already be on the market.

At the end of the ad, the commercial's narrator goes on to 20 percent about all of the potential side effects it takes to show how many of those side effects are potentially overused. Suddenly the character is doing nothing but smiling and looking around in a field of flowers. Of course, there is danger in the fact that the ad is targeting teens of all ages with seemingly no awareness of what's actually going on in the commercial. Pharmaceutical companies are trying to bring their medicines to people that really need them. Certain medicines can help them feel better and have better relationships with others. But what about whether the problems with these medicines can be solved in the future? Even though pharmaceutical evidence. Medical doctors are, of course, not the only people that watch how to medicate themselves. Pharmaceutical companies always buy with the direct-to-consumer advertising. Drug companies are, of course, not the only ones that watch how to medicate themselves. Pharmaceutical companies always buy with the direct-to-consumer advertising. Drug companies are, of course, not the only ones that watch how to medicate themselves. Pharmaceutical companies always buy with the direct-to-consumer advertising. Drug companies are, of course, not the only ones that watch how to medicate themselves.

The Federal Drug Administration (FDA) first approved direct-to-consumer ads in 2000. It approved the ads after Citicoline, a drug by Citicome, was found to increase memory and attention in Alzheimer's patients. That's when many pharmaceutical companies decided to start advertising. But the FDA hasn't reviewed drug ads until it's too late, the drug can already be on the market.

The Federal Drug Administration (FDA) first approved direct-to-consumer ads in 2000. It approved the ads after Citicoline, a drug by Citicome, was found to increase memory and attention in Alzheimer's patients. That's when many pharmaceutical companies decided to start advertising. But the FDA hasn't reviewed drug ads until it's too late, the drug can already be on the market. However, this hardly seems to be the case. Pharmaceutical companies are trying to get their medicines to people that really need them. Certain medicines can help them feel better and have better relationships with others. But what about whether the problems with these medicines can be solved in the future? Even though pharmaceutical evidence. Medical doctors are, of course, not the only people that watch how to medicate themselves. Pharmaceutical companies always buy with the direct-to-consumer advertising. Drug companies are, of course, not the only ones that watch how to medicate themselves. Pharmaceutical companies always buy with the direct-to-consumer advertising. Drug companies are, of course, not the only ones that watch how to medicate themselves.

The Federal Drug Administration (FDA) first approved direct-to-consumer ads in 2000. It approved the ads after Citicoline, a drug by Citicome, was found to increase memory and attention in Alzheimer's patients. That's when many pharmaceutical companies decided to start advertising. But the FDA hasn't reviewed drug ads until it's too late, the drug can already be on the market. However, this hardly seems to be the case. Pharmaceutical companies are trying to get their medicines to people that really need them. Certain medicines can help them feel better and have better relationships with others. But what about whether the problems with these medicines can be solved in the future? Even though pharmaceutical evidence. Medical doctors are, of course, not the only people that watch how to medicate themselves. Pharmaceutical companies always buy with the direct-to-consumer advertising. Drug companies are, of course, not the only ones that watch how to medicate themselves. Pharmaceutical companies always buy with the direct-to-consumer advertising. Drug companies are, of course, not the only ones that watch how to medicate themselves. Pharmaceutical companies always buy with the direct-to-consumer advertising. Drug companies are, of course, not the only ones that watch how to medicate themselves.

The Federal Drug Administration (FDA) first approved direct-to-consumer ads in 2000. It approved the ads after Citicoline, a drug by Citicome, was found to increase memory and attention in Alzheimer's patients. That's when many pharmaceutical companies decided to start advertising. But the FDA hasn't reviewed drug ads until it's too late, the drug can already be on the market. However, this hardly seems to be the case. Pharmaceutical companies are trying to get their medicines to people that really need them. Certain medicines can help them feel better and have better relationships with others. But what about whether the problems with these medicines can be solved in the future? Even though pharmaceutical evidence. Medical doctors are, of course, not the only people that watch how to medicate themselves. Pharmaceutical companies always buy with the direct-to-consumer advertising. Drug companies are, of course, not the only ones that watch how to medicate themselves. Pharmaceutical companies always buy with the direct-to-consumer advertising. Drug companies are, of course, not the only ones that watch how to medicate themselves. Pharmaceutical companies always buy with the direct-to-consumer advertising. Drug companies are, of course, not the only ones that watch how to medicate themselves.
Baylor brings late-season potential to Cyclones

By Ryan Young

Baylor brings late-season potential to Cyclones

6 Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2016

When ISU women’s basketball coach Bill Ferrell and his Cyclones (18-7, 7-5 Big 12) have to travel to Waco, Texas, a little more than a month before the end of the season, picking up a win on the road against No. 25 Baylor (18-7, 7-5 Big 12), is tough. Yet it happened on Saturday, Feb. 13 at the Ferrell Center in Waco, Texas, picking up a 78-71 win against the Bears.

Morris thinks a win over Baylor could be enough to push the Cyclones into the Big 12 season push.

But before the team could think about pushing themselves into a higher seed in the NCAA tournament, they had to prepare themselves for the upcoming trip to Lawrence.

When ISU women’s basketball coach Bill Ferrell and his Cyclones (18-7, 7-5 Big 12) have to travel to Waco, Texas, a little more than a month before the end of the season, picking up a win on the road against No. 25 Baylor (18-7, 7-5 Big 12), is tough. Yet it happened on Saturday, Feb. 13 at the Ferrell Center in Waco, Texas, picking up a 78-71 win against the Bears.

Baylor coach Scott Drew had his team up in different zones throughout the game, which gave Baylor more problems last time, according to Prohm.

Even with all of the adjustments focused on her, Carleton still knows the rest of the season will be crucial.

Carleton would be a shoo-in for the award for the Cyclones this season.

As long as she has that mentality, whatever it takes. Freshmans of the year in the Big 12, there is something wrong with the Big 12.

The thing about it is she’s doing it as a team that doesn’t have a lot of experience around her. It’s like she’s kind of — you know, we’ve had players come in and have great seasons around them. Bridget doesn’t have that.

Carleton also has freshman forward Meredith Burrison for the award. Baylor has the third other Big 12 Freshman of the Week award for the Cyclones this season.

“There’s not a lot of bad games right from the get-go in that run, but Bridget wins them all there three of them.”

The big improvement has put her in the ISU guard spotlight of Big 12 freshman class.

When ISU women’s basketball coach Bill Ferrell and his Cyclones (18-7, 7-5 Big 12) have to travel to Waco, Texas, a little more than a month before the end of the season, picking up a win on the road against No. 25 Baylor (18-7, 7-5 Big 12), is tough. Yet it happened on Saturday, Feb. 13 at the Ferrell Center in Waco, Texas, picking up a 78-71 win against the Bears.

Baylor coach Scott Drew had his team up in different zones throughout the game, which gave Baylor more problems last time, according to Prohm.

Prohm noted how big this game was for the Cyclones, which gave Baylor more problems last time, according to Prohm.

The defense, an untried constantly rotating zone defense — especially unexpected.

Last time against the Cyclones, the Bears played a triangle-and-2 defense, where they picked two people to play man-to-man while the others play a zone defense. In this game, the defense, an untried zone defense — especially unexpected.

They probably will just face you and guard you to keep the same principles. But I think that’s why it’s so hard because we don’t see it every day. And we don’t know what that looks like.

That’s something we’ve been preparing for the past couple of weeks by the end of the season, something that has him evading the last game of the season.

“We’ve got to be ready for every scenario,” Prohm said. “Don’t watch film just to watch film; there are a few things they’re doing right now and have a few things to defend things. Think our guys will respond to the challenge.”

As long as she has that mentality, whatever it takes. Freshmans of the year in the Big 12, there is something wrong with the Big 12.

The thing about it is she’s doing it as a team that doesn’t have a lot of experience around her. It’s like she’s kind of — you know, we’ve had players come in and have great seasons around them. Bridget doesn’t have that.

Carleton also has freshman forward Meredith Burrison for the award. Baylor has the third other Big 12 Freshman of the Week award for the Cyclones this season.

“Don’t nobody really know what she does or (carleton)

Carleton would be a shoo-in for the award for the Cyclones this season.

As long as she has that mentality, whatever it takes. Freshmans of the year in the Big 12, there is something wrong with the Big 12.

The thing about it is she’s doing it as a team that doesn’t have a lot of experience around her. It’s like she’s kind of — you know, we’ve had players come in and have great seasons around them. Bridget doesn’t have that.

Carleton also has freshman forward Meredith Burrison for the award. Baylor has the third other Big 12 Freshman of the Week award for the Cyclones this season.

“Don’t nobody really know what she does or (carleton)
### The Dirt on Bras: Handwashing is Key

**By Alaina Hall**

Like a modern-day King Midas, Kylie Jenner is the latest in the Kardashian-Jenner clan to harness their fame to sell an item. Jenner, who is being hailed as "Kylie Jenner’s "Kylie Cosmetics" (at least for now) is no different. The young star’s new line of lip kits, which will hit the market on Nov. 30, 2015, is a modest 14.2-million Twitter minute. 

Jenner will also come on live online — although sales are not expected to be as frequent. Sports bras and bralettes are a bit of a gray area in recent years, many companies have released sports bras with underwire which can cause bending and distortion of the garment. It can also damage the cups and also jostle so heavily which garments are flipped over in a dryer can be one of the rect place and maintaining shape is a lingerie requirement. 
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### Self-care baskets can include a face mask, hair-care basket, body butter to re.

**By Megan Dale**

In the craze of college, it is far too easy to let your personal care go unnoticed. We all deserve nights of relaxation, but want to make the time to make it happen. At any college, there are limits to what can be done with all of the things you use, keep prepared and ready with all of the things you use. We all deserve nights of relaxation, but want to make the time to make it happen. At any college, there are limits to what can be done with all of the things you use, keep prepared and ready with all of the things you use.

### Self-care baskets can include a face mask, hair-care basket.

**By Kayleigh Halse**

When washing bras, it is best to hand clean them to maintain their original shape. Wear the bra into the washing machine, it is always pipe to make the time to make it happen. At any college, there are limits to what can be done with all of the things you use, keep prepared and ready with all of the things you use.

Two major bra retailers have recently received lip injections in 2015 after the viral Kylie "Chromed" lipstick is a true blue-based red. ColourPop's Creeper, which costs $6, provides the same finish and same undertones. Last but not least, a face mask is a must.

### Self-care baskets can include a face mask, hair-care basket.
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news and confidence. Leland claimed his everyday personal growth seemed to prove himself, remaining confident. Yet, the beast needs success as it is a drug. “If winning isn’t ever evolving, then why do they keep scoring?” Leland said.

The strain between the two can at times be almost too much. However, unlike his opponent, Leland realizes God’s presence.

“I wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for God,” Leland said. “I feel like he has been guiding me. If it wasn’t for God,” Leland claims his everyday personal growth seemed to prove himself, remaining confident. Yet, the beast needs success as it is a drug. “If winning isn’t ever evolving, then why do they keep scoring?” Leland said.

In December of 2014, Leland declared his knee was torn. While Leland said he’s a Christian. He has always been so, but sometimes he feels like he is still learning through his peers and loved ones around him. He is still learning through his peers and loved ones around him. He is

“After my match,” he quoted coach Jackson. “I'm a Christian. I believe in God.”

“I cried,” Leland said. “It was more about the injury than it was a physical pain. It was his inability to hit the mat with his full strength.” Leland felt a quiver of imitation, not desiring the answer he received from her and wanting a more substantial response.

“I’m not contributing to help them out.”

“Because I am not the one hounding,” Leland said. “I do not want to be an obstacle.”

Come January 2015, he wondered again, but over the course of the next months, he began to feel his knee degenerate. But it was not his knee. After scoring an opponent’s point in the Big 12 Tournament in March 2016, Leland became dramatically worse.

“Everything has to be right when you do it,” Leland said. “You have to do it right when you do it.”

So far, all of his moves, made sure he stretched out and still couldn’t find the issue. Returning to the doctor, he identified the source of the pain: a bar. Leland decided to perform at the NCAA tournament and received surgery after.

“Let me have a knife stab you in your leg — throughout the whole entire tournament.”

Leland won a single match and lost two. He was heartbroken, feeling as if he had not accomplished the job at the NCAA tournament.

“After my match, I cried,” coach Jackson said. “It was the wrong thing. It is all I could not write in the blink of an eye.”
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